Apco starring in French grand comparatif!!!
(as published by leading French magazine - Vol Libre Issue 1/2008)

In the last edition of Vol Libre Magazine January 2008 (leading French paragliding
publication), a comprehensive comparison of 55 wings was published summarizing
all glider reviews for all current wings evaluated by them over the last 2 years
A number of APCO gliders STAR in this comparison, including Karma, Vista, Lambada and
Thrust HP.
I thought it would be a good idea to share with you this broader view of APCO products as
seen by the media, when directly compared to other leading wings in each class - this way
it is easier to understand the true position of our products when compared to the
competition
So let the numbers speak for themselves -

In the Class of wings aimed at beginner / intermediate pilots
(DHV 1).
Karma was compared to best rival brands and in the long standing APCO tradition the
Karma measured the best L/D in its Class, leaving behind many well regarded brands
It was the only glider measuring a glide ratio over 8 - infact 8.07 at 36km/h when all the rest
were dragging behind with 7 point something.

In the Class of intermediate wings
Vista is highly praised :
"With great Overall performance"
"Excellent handling"
"Very stable while thermaling
and high L/D".

In the Class of high-performance wings (DHV 2 and above).
14 wings were featured all from famous brands on the market and compared against
Lambada. It is still on top of the competition!!!
Lambada's L/D was the second best with 8.97 at 38km/h, leaving the other 13 wings trailing
behind.

In the Paramotor section Apco's Thrust HP stars on the front
Page and was elected as the magazines top choice of the
Year!!!

"Impeccable inflation"
"Very large speed range with excellent top
Speed"
"Packed with high end features, semireflex profile,SRS and Hit valves"
"Safety inspiring wing with excellent
passive security "

In conclusion, among a fully comprehensive, 55 wing
comparison, Apco's gliders continually emerge on top of each class
with better performance, handling and construction ahead of the
competition.
Proving once again that,
Apco Aviation is setting future standards.

